
CHOOSE DISSERTATION COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Before choosing a faculty member as your chairperson, consider the chair's committee members will be involved in the
dissertation or thesis.

Chairpersons also differ in the way they provide criticism. Those at one end of the continuum closely monitor
each phase of the students' work, in some cases stipulating exactly what is to be done at every step, and then
require the student to submit each section of material for critique. If there is even a hint of bad blood between
people, do not put them on a small committee together. As a first-year PhD student, I had the opportunity to
interact with numerous faculty members in the school of nursing. I began with six committee members the
maximum number allowed , but I am currently down to four the minimum number allowed. This is very
important! First, if you satisfy a chair who provides a thorough critique of your work, you are less likely to
encounter serious problems with other committee members. If you are not familiar with statistics, you will
need to ask for assistance in choosing the appropriate tests. Therefore, look for a chair with a reputation for
reading, critiquing, and returning written drafts promptly. Qualitative researchers stress the socially
constructed nature of reality, the intimate relationship between the researcher and the participant, and the
situational constraints that shape inquiry. The work they did for me was beyond my expectations, and the price
was very very fair!! For instance, one of the people I wanted on my committee was already over-committed.
Consider the accessibility of professors on email and the personal constraints you have. Thank you for your
support from a distance. I wish I knew earlier, because I would have utilized the services. If I convince him of
the merit of my work, I'll have no problem in the future convincing any other detractors See comment by
JeffE. Do not choose committee members only from your subfield, your department, or even your university.
She explained everything step by step and made it easy to understand. I totally understood and had no problem
asking someone else. One of the authors of this book had her chair go on sabbatical leave during the final
semester of her dissertation work; therefore, a new chair had to be appointed. Regardless, it will build a
relationship outside of the classroom and show the professors you are committed to your research. If you still
need extra assistance with this work, admissions, coursework, or other assignments you can always turn to
qualified professionals with a lot of expertise. Typically, graduate students are allowed to choose their own
chairs and committee members. Committee members and chairs play an important role in the success of
graduate students. Some are blunt and even derisive. Scheduling committee meetings is hard enough as it is;
it's exponentially more difficult if you have to organize them around the schedule of someone who needs to fly
in for the meetings! Methods expert Similar to the content guru, the methods expert should be well versed in
qualitative or quantitative methodology. And usually the chair will approve the proposal and final version of
the project before you will be permitted to forward chapters of the dissertation or thesis to other committee
members. All else being equal, I would recommend against putting such a person on your committee. When
selecting a chair for your committee, consider personality compatibility. If you have had your professors in
class before, pick ones you thought had a good personality that would get along with yours. Angela N.
Nationally known scholars may be too busy with their own research activity to give you the time you need.
The content guru will serve as the go-to person when writing the literature review chapter. Rules regarding
who may chair master's theses may not be as stringent as those concerning doctoral dissertations. They have
the final say on every decision made by the committee, as well as the final say on who should be asked to join
the committee. My paper is now edited with perfect grammar, formatting, and no typos. Writing a dissertation
is a collaborative process that involves you and the committee. Some have actively chosen not to collaborate.
In the latter case, someone else on the committee will have to step up and perform that duty; for the role of the
chair and committee is to ensure that the candidate has met the university, college, and department standards.
So there is no problem that I'll get support from him Committee member 3: Doesn't have anything invested in
my research but since it is generally related to his work, he is on board.


